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THE SIZE OF THE SINGULAR SET
IN MEAN CURVATURE FLOW

OF MEAN-CONVEX SETS

BRIAN WHITE

1. Introduction

In this paper, we study the singularities that form when a hypersurface of positive
mean curvature moves with a velocity that is equal at each point to the mean
curvature of the surface at that point.

It is most convenient to describe the results in terms of the level set flow (also
called “biggest flow” [I2]) of Chen-Giga-Goto [CGG] and Evans-Spruck [ES]. Under
the level set flow, any closed set K in Rn+1 generates a one-parameter family of
closed sets Ft(K) (t ≥ 0) with F0(K) = K. If the boundary of K is a smooth
compact hypersurface, then so is the boundary of Ft(K) for t in some interval
[0, ε), and for such t’s the evolution coincides with motion by mean-curvature as
defined classically by partial differential equations and differential geometry (as
in [H1]). However, if K is compact, then the boundary of Ft(K) will necessarily
become singular at some finite time.

Our goal is to show that the singular sets are necessarily quite small. This we
do provided the initial set K is compact and mean-convex in the sense that

Ft(K) ⊂ interior(K) for all t > 0.

In case M = ∂K is a smooth hypersurface, we have the following equivalent charac-
terization of mean-convexity: K is mean-convex if and only if the mean-curvature
of M with respect to the inward unit normal is everywhere non-negative. Given a
compact set K, let K be the region in spacetime swept out by the Ft(K):

K = {(x, t) ∈ Rn+1 ×R : t ≥ 0, x ∈ Ft(K)}.(∗)

A point X = (x, t) in the boundary of K is called a regular point if
(1) X has a neighborhood in which K is a smooth manifold-with-boundary, and
(2) the tangent plane to ∂K at X is not horizontal (i.e., is not Rn+1 × [0]).

Note that if X = (x, t) is a regular point, then in a neighborhood of x, Ft(K) is
a smooth manifold-with-boundary in Rn+1. A point X = (x, t) in ∂K with t > 0
that is not a regular point is called a singular point.
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1.1. Theorem. Let K be a compact mean-convex set in Rn+1. Let sing(K) be
the spacetime singular set (where K is as in (∗)). Then the parabolic hausdorff
dimension of sing(K) is at most n− 1.

Corollary ([W3, §9]). If

(singK)t = {x : (x, t) ∈ sing(K)}
is the singular set at time t, then

(1) (singK)t has hausdorff dimension ≤ n− 1 for every t > 0 and
(2) for almost every t > 0, the hausdorff dimension of (singK)t is ≤ n− 3.

In particular, if n = 2, the surface is smooth for almost every t.

The parabolic hausdorff dimension of a set S in Rn+1 × R is the hausdorff
dimension of S with respect to the metric

d((x, t), (y, τ)) = max{|x− y|, |t− τ |1/2}.
To understand what parabolic hausdorff dimension means, note that the time axis
has parabolic dimension 2 (as it should for a parabolic problem). More generally,
consider a smooth connected submanifold N of spacetime whose ordinary dimen-
sion is k. If N lies in some horizontal plane Rn+1× [t], then its parabolic dimension
is also k (since the parabolic metric agrees with the euclidean metric on such hori-
zontal planes). However, if N does not lie in a horizontal plane, then its parabolic
dimension is k + 1.

Examples show that these results are in some sense optimal. Let S be a unit
(n− 1)-sphere in Rn+1. Let K = K(r) be the set of points at distance ≤ r from S.
(Thus if n = 2, K is a solid torus of revolution.) If r > 0 is sufficiently small, then
K will be mean-convex. The flow preserves the rotational symmetry, so as soon as a
singularity occurs (as it must), we get an entire (n−1)-sphere of singularities. (The
singularity cannot occur on the axis of rotational symmetry because Ft(K) ⊂ K.)
This shows that the (n − 1) in the theorem and in assertion (1) of the corollary
cannot be replaced by any number < n− 1.

However, in other ways the results are probably not optimal. For example, the
theorem should hold for any “non-fattening” initial surface. Also, the singular set
should have finite (n − 1)-dimensional measure. Indeed, presumably it has nice
rectifiability properties.

Behavior of surfaces near singularities. What does Mt look like near a singu-
larity? We have the following theorem:

1.2. Theorem. Let M be a mean curvature flow of compact mean-convex hyper-
surfaces in Rn+1 with n < 7. Let (xi, ti) be any sequence of regular points of the
flow that converge to a singular point X = (x, t). Let M(i) be obtained by translat-
ing Mti by −xi and then dilating parabolically by the mean curvature of Mti at xi.
Then a subsequence of the M(i) converges smoothly on compact sets to a smooth
convex surface M ′.

Furthermore, each tangent flow to M at X is a shrinking sphere or cylinder.
That is, if M′ is a tangent flow to M at X, then M ′−1 is (after a rotation) of the
form

Rk × ∂Bn+1−k(0, r)

for some k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}.
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See [W5] for the proof, which uses results from this paper. If n ≥ 7, we can also
prove the same result, but only if the initial surface is smooth [W6].

Incidentally, the M ′ of Theorem 1.2 cannot be the cartesian product of the grim
reaper curve with Rn−1; see Corollary 12.5.

Gerhard Huisken and Carlo Sinestrari [HS] have independently proved a result
similar to 1.2 by a very different method. However, their proof is valid only up to
the first occurrence of singularities. Also, in their result the sequence (xi, ti) has to
be chosen in a particular way.

Other ambient manifolds. All the results of this paper also apply when K is a
compact region of positive mean curvature inside an arbitrary smooth riemannian
manifold. Only minor and straightforward modifications are necessary in the proofs.

In §11, we consider behavior as t → ∞. In euclidean space, compact sets van-
ish in finite time under the level set flow. But this need not happen in other
ambient spaces. We prove that if K is a compact mean-convex subset of an (n+1)-
dimensional riemannian manifold, then the boundary of Ft(K) must converge nicely
as t→∞ to a finite union of stable minimal hypersurfaces with small singular sets.
In particular, if n < 7, the boundary of Ft(K) will eventually become regular and
remain so.

Outline. In §2, we review basic concepts of level set flow and weak set flow. In
§3, we prove some basic properties of level set flow for mean-convex sets. In §4,
we prove, among other things, that there is a brakke flow of rectifiable varifolds
associated to any level set flow of mean-convex surfaces. (When taking limits, such
as blow-ups, of such flows, it is necessary to consider the brakke flow in order to
keep track of multiplicities.)

Now at every spacetime point of a brakke flow, a subsequence of parabolic dilates
of the flow about the point will converge to a tangent flow. Such tangent flows are
analogous to tangent cones in minimal surface theory. In minimal surface theory,
partial regularity results for minimal varieties are often proved by ruling out various
kinds of singular tangent cones. Similarly, ruling out various kinds of tangent
flows implies partial regularity results for mean curvature flows, as indicated in the
following theorem. (The terms “static” and “quasistatic” will be defined in §5.)

1.3. Theorem ([W3, §9]). SupposeM is a brakke flow of n-dimensional rectifiable
varifolds.

(1) If none of the tangent flows to M is a static plane of multiplicity ≥ 2, then
the spacetime singular set of M has parabolic hausdorff dimension ≤ n+ 1.

(2) If in addition to (1), none of the tangent flows is a quasistatic plane of
multiplicity ≥ 2, then at each time the singular set has hausdorff dimension
≤ n− 1.

(3) If (in addition to (1) and (2)) none of the tangent flows is a static or qua-
sistatic polyhedral cone, then the spacetime singular set has parabolic haus-
dorff dimension ≤ n− 1.

In §3, we prove if K is mean-convex, then so is each Ft(K). Furthermore, the
boundary surfaces Mt = ∂Ft(K) form a (possibly singular) foliation of K. It
follows that each Mt has a one-sided area minimization property. That property
immediately implies (Theorem 3.8) that the Mt cannot locally resemble a surface
with multiplicity ≥ 3. In particular, multiplicities higher than 2 cannot occur in
any tangent flow to K if K is mean-convex.
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The bulk of the paper is then devoted to excluding multiplicity 2 static and
quasistatic planes. One crucial tool is an “expanding hole” theorem (Theorem 4.1),
which says that if (in a certain ball) Mt is suitably close to a multiplicity 2 disk
with a hole, then (for a certain time) the hole will grow very rapidly.

In §7, we consider flows obtained by blowing up (in various ways) a mean-convex
flow near a spacetime point of gaussian density ≤ 2. In particular, we prove a
Bernstein-type theorem that asserts under rather mild hypotheses that such a limit
flow must consist of two parallel static planes.

This Bernstein-type theorem implies a “sheeting” theorem (Theorem 8.1): if a
mean-convex flow is, in a given spacetime ball, weakly close to a smooth surface
with multiplicity 2, then in a smaller ball it must separate into two smooth sheets.
This immediately implies (Corollary 8.5) that static multiplicity 2 planes do not
occur as tangent flows.

In §9, we deduce from the sheeting theorem that no quasistatic multiplicity 2
tangent planes occur either.

Now if a tangent flow to a mean-convex flow is static or quasistatic, then (at
any time t < 0) the surface is actually a minimal cone. The mean-convexity of
the flow implies that the cone is “one-sided minimizing”, which implies that its
singular set has codimension ≥ 7. (To deduce the one-sided minimizing property of
the limit flow from the one-sided minimizing property of the original flow requires
that the convergence is rather nice. If the limit flow has multiplicity 1 almost
everywhere, nice convergence follows from Brakke’s regularity theorem [B, 6.10].
For multiplicity 2 limit flows, nice convergence follows from the “sheeting theorem”
(Theorem 8.1). As already indicated, multiplicities higher than 2 cannot occur in
limits of mean-convex surfaces.)

The general stratification (or dimension reducing) theory (Theorem 1.3, [W3,
§9]) then implies the desired bound on parabolic dimension of the singular set.

In §11, we consider ambient manifolds other than euclidean space.
In §12, we prove a few additional results about limits of mean-convex flows. The

results are used in [W5] to prove that for mean-convex surfaces in low dimensions,
the only tangent flows are shrinking cylinders.

It is customary in the study of mean curvature flow to assume that the initial
surface is smooth. Although that assumption is not necessary here, it does allow
simpler proofs of some of the results. In such cases, the simpler proof is given first;
readers willing to assume initial smoothness can then skip the rest of the proof.

Background material. For a general introduction to mean curvature flow from
a measure-theoretic point of view, see [I1], which includes a very nice description
of Brakke’s pioneering work [B]. Level set flow was introduced numerically in [OS],
and then developped rigorously in [ES] and [CGG], but the approach introduced in
[I3] (also described in [I1, §10] and [W2]) is more in line with this paper.

One of the main tools we use is the Brakke regularity theorem [B, 6.10]. Brakke’s
proof is quite involved. In another paper [W4], we will give a rather simple proof
of a version of Brakke’s theorem. Though the result is not as strong as Brakke’s,
it nevertheless suffices for the applications in this paper.

See [H1] for a survey of many of the results about mean curvature flow that have
been proved using partial differential equations and differential geometry. See [HS]
and [St] for some other results about evolution of mean-convex surfaces.

The main results of this paper were announced in [W1].
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2. Preliminaries

2.1. Level set flow. If K is a closed subset of Rn+1 and t ≥ 0, we let Ft(K)
denote the result of letting K flow for time t by the level set flow (also called
“biggest flow” in [I3]). Level set flow has the following properties:

(1) If t 7→Mt (0 ≤ t ≤ T ) is a family of smooth compact hypersurfaces moving
(classically) by mean-curvature, then

Ft(M0) = Mt (0 ≤ t ≤ T ).

(2) If K and K ′ are disjoint closed sets with K compact, then Ft(K) and Ft(K ′)
are also disjoint, and Ft(K ∪K ′) = Ft(K) ∪ Ft(K ′).

(3) If K ⊂ K ′, then Ft(K) ⊂ Ft(K ′).
(4) Ft+hK = Ft(Fh(K)) and F0(K) = K.
(5) Ft commutes with translations.

These properties also imply:
(6) If K is a compact subset of the interior of K ′, then Ft(K) is contained in

the interior of Ft(K ′).

Proof. Suppose not. Then by translating K slightly, we would get a set K∗ in K ′

for which Ft(K∗) 6⊂ Ft(K ′), contradicting (2).

Unfortunately, Ft(K) does not depend continuously on K. For example, if Ki is
the union of two closed unit balls separated by distance 1/i, then

lim
i
Ft(Ki) 6= Ft(lim

i
Ki)

for t > 0.
In other words, limits of level set flows need not be level set flows. For this

reason, we also need weak set flows (called set-theoretic subsolutions in [I1, §10] and
in [I3]).

2.2. Weak set flows. Any one-parameter family Kt (t belonging to some interval
I) of sets in space determines uniquely a subset

K = {(x, t) : x ∈ Kt}
of spacetime.

Definition. Suppose K is a closed subset of spacetime Rn+1. Let

tinitial = inf{t : Kt 6= ∅}.
We say that K (or equivalently t 7→ Kt) is a weak set flow (or weak flow for short)
provided the following holds for every compact set C ⊂ Rn+1, and for every t ≥
tinitial and h ≥ 0: if C is disjoint from Kt, then Fh(C) is disjoint from Kt+h.

The definitions in [I1, §10] and [I3] (where such a K is called a “set-theoretic
subsolution”) and in [W2] are slightly different, but equivalent, to the one given
here. In those papers, one only considers C’s and h’s such that Fs(C) is a smooth
embedded hypersurface for 0 ≤ s ≤ h. The latter paper also considers motion of
surfaces with boundary.

Suppose a sequence Ki of weak set flows converges (in the Hausdorff metric)
to a limit set K. (This convergence is equivalent to the following: (1) for every
sequence Xi ∈ Ki, all subsequential limits lie in K, and (2) for every X ∈ K, there
is a sequence Xi ∈ Ki that converges to X .) It is not hard to prove that K is also
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a weak set flow. Furthermore, any sequence Ki of weak set flows (or even of closed
sets) has a convergent subsequence.

2.3. Lemma. If K is a closed set, then

t 7→Mt = ∂Ft(K)

is a weak set flow.

Proof. We must show that if a compact set C is disjoint from Mt, then FhC is
disjoint from Mt+h.

Consider first the case when C is disjoint from FtK. Then Fh(C) is disjoint from
Fh(FtK) = Ft+hK and therefore also disjoint from its boundary, namely Mt+h.

Now consider the case when C is contained in the interior of FtK. Then by §2.1
(6), FhC is contained in the interior of Fh(FtK) = Ft+hK, and is therefore disjoint
from its boundary, namely Mt+h.

Now if C is an arbitrary compact set disjoint from Mt, then C = C′ ∪ C′′
where C′ is disjoint from FtK and C′′ is contained in the interior of FtK. Now we
have just shown that Fh(C′) and Fh(C′′) are disjoint from Mt+h. But Fh(C) =
Fh(C′) ∪ Fh(C′′), so Fh(C) is also disjoint from Mt+h.

3. Mean-convex sets

We say that a compact subset K of Rn+1 is mean-convex if, for some ε > 0,

Fh(K) ⊂ interior(K) for 0 < h < ε .(∗)
Note that if K is the closed region bounded by a compact, smooth embedded
hypersurface whose mean curvature is everywhere positive, then K is mean-convex
(by §2.1 (1)).

3.1. Theorem. Suppose K is compact and mean-convex. Then

Ft+h(K) ⊂ interior(Ft(K))

for all t+ h > t ≥ 0. In particular, each Ft(K) is mean-convex.

Proof. From (∗), we deduce (by §2.1 (4) and (6)) that

Ft+h(K) ⊂ interior(Ft(K))(†)
for 0 ≤ t and 0 < h < ε. By induction we conclude that (†) holds with h replaced by
ih for any i = 1, 2, 3, . . . provided 0 < h < ε. Equivalently, (†) holds for 0 < h < iε.
Since this is true for all i, (†) holds for all h > 0.

3.2. Theorem. If K is compact and mean-convex, then every x ∈ K is in the
boundary of some Ft(K). Thus, the boundaries of the Ft(K) form a (possibly
singular) foliation of K.

Proof. Let T be the last time that x ∈ FT (K). Then x ∈ ∂FT (K). By 3.1, the
∂FT (K) are disjoint.

3.3. Corollary. If K is compact and mean-convex, then

Ft(∂K) = ∂Ft(K).

In particular, the flow t 7→ Ft(∂K) is non-fattening. (That is, for t > 0, the interior
of Ft(∂K) is empty.)
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Proof. Since

∂K ⊂ K,
we have

Ft(∂K) ⊂ Ft(K)

for all t.
Since ∂K is disjoint from FT (K) for T > 0, we have that

Ft(∂K)

and

Ft(FT (K))

are disjoint for all t. Thus Ft(∂K) is disjoint from⋃
T>0

Ft(FT (K)) =
⋃
T>0

Ft+T (K).

But this set is the interior of Ft(K). Thus we have shown:

Ft(∂K) ⊂ ∂Ft(K) = Mt.

Since t 7→ Ft(∂K) is the biggest flow and since t 7→Mt is a weak flow (by Lemma
2.3), this implies that the two are equal.

Of course the boundary of a closed set has no interior, so the flow is non-fattening.

3.4. Lemma. Let K be compact and mean-convex, and let V be a locally area
minimizing hypersurface (integral current) in the interior of K. Then the minimum
distance from V to ∂K is attained only at the boundary of V .

Here “V is locally minimizing” means that V \ (∂V ) can be covered by balls B
such that V ∩B is area minimizing.

Proof. Suppose not. Let p ∈ ∂K and q ∈ V realize the minimum distance. Then
the tangent cone to V at q is a plane (because V lies outside B(p, |q − p|)), so q is
a regular point.

If ∂K is smooth and of positive mean curvature, we get a contradiction of the
classical maximum principle: translate V by p− q so that it just touches ∂K at p.

If ∂K is not smooth, note we have shown

dist(∂K, V ) < dist(∂K, V \ U)

where U is the set of regular non-boundary points of V . But this implies [W2, 4.1]
that dist(Ft(∂K), V ) is non-decreasing on some interval [0, ε], which contradicts the
fact that ∂K is moving inwards.

3.5. One-sided Minimization Theorem. Suppose K is a compact mean-convex
set and T > 0. Let Kt = Ft(K).

(1) Suppose V is a locally area minimizing hypersurface with boundary in KT .
If V is contained in the interior of K, then it is contained in KT .

(2) The boundary area of KT is less than or equal to the boundary area of S if
KT ⊂ S and S̄ ⊂ interior(K).
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Proof. To prove (1), suppose V is not contained in KT . Let t be the first time that
∂Kt touches V . Then for times τ just prior to t, we would have

0 < dist(∂Kτ , V ) < dist(∂Kτ , ∂V )

which (by the lemma) contradicts the mean-convexity of Kτ (Theorem 3.1). This
proves (1).

To prove (2), consider first the case that K has smooth boundary. Then if S
minimizes its boundary area subject to KT ⊂ S ⊂ K, then S will not touch ∂K,
so V = (∂S) \KT will be locally area minimizing and therefore empty by assertion
(1), proving the result.

If ∂K is not smooth, the argument is slightly more complicated. Suppose S is a
counterexample to assertion (2). Let

K ′ = {x ∈ K : dist(x, ∂K) ≥ dist(S, ∂K)}
(where dist(S, ∂K) is the minimum distance from a point in S to a point in ∂K).
Thus

KT ⊂ S ⊂ K ′.(∗)
We may now fix K ′ and suppose S minimizes its boundary area subject to (∗).

We claim that V = (∂S) \ (KT ) is locally area minimizing. For if x ∈ V , we can
find a ball

B = B(x, r) ⊂ K \KT .

Let W be the area minimizing surface with the same boundary as V ∩B. By the
convex hull property, W is contained in B. By Lemma 3.4, W is also contained in
K ′. Thus the area of V ∩ B is less than or equal to the area of W , so V ∩ B is
minimizing. Thus V is locally minimizing, which contradicts assertion (1).

3.6. Corollary. The area of Mt = ∂Ft(K) is a decreasing function of t, and is
finite for t > 0.

3.7. Corollary. If B is a ball in K and V is an area minimizing surface with
boundary in B ∩KT , then V is contained in B ∩KT .

Proof. By the convex hull property, V is contained in B. Therefore by the theorem
it is also contained in KT .

3.8. Density-Bound Theorem. If K is a compact mean-convex set and B(x, r)
⊂ K, then

Hn(Mt ∩B(x, r)) ≤ Hn(∂B(x, r)) = nωnr
n

where Mt is the boundary of Ft(K).

Proof. By 3.5, Mt has less area than the boundary of Kt∪B(x, r), which is obtained
from Mt by replacing Mt ∩B(x, r) by a portion of ∂B(x, r).

The following theorem says (in part) that if Mt ∩B(x, r) is close to a disk, then
the multiplicity of that disk is ≤ 2 + ε.

3.9. Multiplicity-Bound Theorem. Let B = B(x, r) be a ball contained in a
mean-convex set K. Let Kt = Ft(K) and Mt = ∂Kt. Let S be a slab in B of
thickness 2εr passing through the center of the ball:

S = {y ∈ B : dist(y,H) < εr}
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where H is a hyperplane passing through the center of the ball and ε > 0.
Suppose that Mt ∩B is contained in the slab S. Then Kt ∩B \ S consists of k

of the two connected components of B \ S, where k is 0, 1, or 2. Furthermore:

area(Mt ∩B) ≤ (2 − k + 2nε)ωnrn.

Proof. That Kt∩B\S consists of 0, 1, or both of the components of B\S is trivial.
The one-sided minimization property implies that

Hn(Mt) ≤ Hn(∂(Kt ∪ S)).

Note that the boundary of S consists of two n-disks of radius slighly less than r,
together with a spherical band of area ≤ 2nωnεrn. Now ∂(Kt∪S) is obtained from
Mt by replacing Mt ∩ B by 2 − k of those disks together with a portion of the
spherical band. Hence the desired estimate.

4. Expanding holes

A plane with a hole in it vanishes instantly under the level set flow (and therefore
under any weak set-theoretic flow, or under any brakke flow). Here we show that if
a set is flat enough, then a hole in it will grow rapidly for a while. (A related but
more complicated result was proved by Brakke [B, 6.5].) The notion “flat enough”
has to be specified with some care. Consider, for example, a catenoid: on any large
scale it appears very flat, yet the hole does not grow.

Definition. If S is a set in Rn+1, x is a point, and r > 0, then the relative thickness
of S in B(x, r) is

Th(S, x, r) =
1
r

inf
|v|=1

(
sup

y∈S∩B(x,r)

|v · (y − x)|
)
.

Thus, for example, Th(S, 0, 1) ≤ ε if and only if, after a rotation, S ∩B(0, 1) is
contained in the slab

{y ∈ Rn+1 : −ε ≤ yn+1 ≤ ε}.

In the following theorem, δ controls how flat the surface is, and A bounds (from
below) how fast the hole is expanding.

4.1. Expanding Hole Theorem. For every A < ∞ there is a δ = δA > 0 with
the following property. If K is a weak set-theoretic flow and if (x, t) is such that

Th(Kt, x, r) < δ for r ≤ R(1)

and

x /∈ Kt,(2)

then

dist(Kt+r2 , x) ≥ Ar for 0 ≤ r ≤ δR.(3)

Proof. Suppose for a certain A that the theorem is false. Then for every δ > 0
there is a weak flow K = Kδ for which (1) and (2) hold but (3) does not hold. By
translating, we may assume x = 0 and t = 0. Let

ρ = ρ(δ) = inf{r : dist(Kr2 , 0) ≤ Ar}.
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By (2), ρ > 0. By scaling, we can assume that ρ = 1. The failure of (3) implies
that δR ≥ ρ = 1 and thus that R ≥ 1/δ. Thus (1) implies

Th(Kδ
0 , 0, r) ≤ δ (r ≤ 1/δ).(4)

Now let K be a subsequential limit of the Kδ as δ → 0. Then

Th(K0, 0, r) = 0 (∀r)(5)

and

dist(Kr2 , 0) ≥ Ar (r ≤ 1),(6)

dist(K1, 0) = A.(7)

By (5), K0 is contained in a plane P . Thus for every t, Kt is a subset of P . By
(6), K1/2 is a proper subset of P . This implies that Kt = ∅ for t > 1/2. But that
contradicts (7).

Definition. If K is a weak flow such that

KT ⊂ Kt

for all T ≥ t ≥ tinitial, we will say that K is a nested flow.

Of course if K is mean-convex, then t 7→ Ft(K) is a nested flow.

4.2. Corollary. Suppose K is a nested set flow and (x, t) is a point such that

lim sup
r→0

Th(Kt, x, r) < δA

and such that x /∈ Kt+h when h > 0. Then

lim inf
r→0

dist(Kt+r2 , x)
r

≥ A.

Remark. Suppose K is not just a nested flow, but actually a mean-convex flow.
Then the assumption x /∈ Kt+h is superfluous. For if x /∈ Kt, the conclusion is
vacuously true (indeed, the lim inf is infinite). And if x ∈ Kt, then the hypothesis
about thickness implies that x ∈ ∂Kt, which implies (by mean-convexity) that
x /∈ Kt+h for any h > 0.

Proof. By hypothesis, there is an R > 0 such that

Th(Kt, x, r) < δA for r ≤ R.
Thus for any h > 0,

Th(Kt+h, x, r) < δA for r ≤ R.
Hence applying the theorem to the point (x, t+ h) gives

dist(Kt+h+r2 , x) ≥ Ar for r ≤ δAR.

Replacing r by
√
r2 − h gives

dist(Kt+r2 , x) ≥ A
√
r2 − h for 0 ≤

√
r2 − h ≤ δAR.

Letting h→ 0 gives

dist(Kt+r2 , x) ≥ Ar (r < δAR).
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4.3. Corollary. Let K be a nested weak set flow, and suppose

lim sup
r→∞

Th(K0, 0, r) < δA.

Then either ⋂
t≥0

Kt 6= ∅

or

lim inf
r→∞

dist(Kr2 , 0)
r

≥ A.(∗)

Proof. By hypothesis, there is an R <∞ such that

Th(K0, 0, r) < δA for r ≥ R.(1)

If
⋂
t≥0Kt is empty, then for some sufficiently large T ,

KT ∩B(0, R) = ∅.(2)

Since KT ⊂ K0, (1) and (2) imply that

Th(KT , 0, r) < δA (∀r).

Thus, by the theorem,

dist(KT+r2 , 0) ≥ Ar (∀r)

which immediately gives (∗).

5. Associated brakke flows and limit flows

5.1. Theorem. Let K be a compact mean-convex set. Then

t 7→ Hnx∂Kt

defines a brakke flow of integral varifolds (where Kt = Ft(K)).

Proof. According to [I1, §11.4], this follows from non-fattening (Corollary 3.3) and
finite area (Corollary 3.6).

Fix a compact mean-convex set K. Let

K =
⋃
t≥0

{(x, t) : x ∈ Ft(K)} ⊂ Rn+1 ×R

be the level set flow (regarded as a subset of spacetime). Let M be the associated
brakke flow. Such a pair (M,K) will be called a mean-convex flow.

Let X = (x, t) be a point in spacetime with t > 0, let Xi → X , and let λi
be positive numbers tending to ∞. Let Mi (resp. Ki) be the brakke flow (resp.
weak set flow) obtained by translating M (resp. K) in spacetime by −Xi and
then dilating parabolically by λi (that is, by (y, τ) 7→ (λiy, λ2

i τ)). Such a sequence
(Mi,Ki) is called a blow-up sequence.

By the uniform density estimate 3.8 and the compactness theorem for brakke
flows [I1, §7], a subsequence of the Mi will converge to a brakke flow M′. By
passing to a further subsequence, we may assume that the Ki converge to a limit
weak set flow K′.
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We call such a pair (M′,K′) a limit flow at X . If Xi ≡ X , then (M′,K′) is
called a tangent flow at X . In that case, (M′,K′) must be “backward” self-similar
[I4]:

M ′−r2 = (r)#(M ′−1), K ′−r2 = (r)#(K ′−1).

Thus if (M′,K′) is a tangent flow, then the portions ofM′ and of K′ up to time 0
are determined by M ′−1 and K ′−1, respectively.

Let (M′,K′) be a limit flow. If

M ′t = M ′−1, K ′t = K ′−1(∗)
for all t, we say that the limit flow is static. If (∗) holds for all t < 0 but not for all
t, we say the limit flow is quasistatic. Note if (M′,K′) is static or quasistatic, then
M ′−1 is a stationary varifold.

5.2. Theorem. (1) The set of limit flows at X is compact and is closed under
translations (in spacetime) and under parabolic dilations.

(2) If (M′,K′) is a limit flow to a mean-convex flow, then K′ is nested, i.e.,
K ′t+h ⊂ K ′t for all t and all h ≥ 0.

Proof. Straightforward.

Note that (1) (which does not require mean-convexity) means that any limit of
limit flows at X is itself a limit flow at X .

The support of a brakke flowM of integral varifolds is the smallest closed subset
sptM of spacetime such that for each t, the varifold Mt is supported in {x ∈ Rn :
(x, t) ∈ sptM}. For times t after the starting time of M, (x, t) is in the support
of M if and only if the gaussian density (see §7) of M at (x, t) is ≥ 1.

5.3. Theorem. Suppose (M,K) is a mean-convex flow and that t > tinitial. Then

(x, t) ∈ sptM ⇐⇒ (x, t) ∈ ∂K.

Proof. One direction ( =⇒ ) follows immediately from the definition of support
(and 5.1). To prove the other, suppose (x, t) is in ∂K, and let r > 0. Since K is
closed, (x, t) ∈ K, so x ∈ Kt. But x is not in the interior of Kt, since then (x, t)
would be in the interior of K. Thus x ∈ ∂Kt.

Let τ < t be such that

B(x, r) 6⊂ Kτ .(∗)
Then for all T with τ < T < t,

x ∈ interior(KT ) ⊂ interior(Kτ ).

This together with (∗) implies that

Hn(B(x, r) ∩ ∂KT ) > 0

which implies that there is a point y ∈ B(x, r) such that

y ∈ spt(HnxKT ) = sptMT .

Hence (y, T ) ∈ sptM. Thus there are spacetime points in sptM arbitrarily close
to (x, t). Since sptM is closed, this means that (x, t) ∈ sptM.

5.4. Theorem. Let (M′,K′) be a limit flow to a mean-convex flow. Suppose there
is a hyperplane P and a time T ∈ (−∞,∞] such that for t ≤ T , the support of M ′t
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is P . Then either
(1) K = H ×R for some halfspace H ⊂ Rn+1 and, for every t, Mt is ∂H with

multiplicity 1, or
(2) K = P × (−∞, T ∗] for some hyperplane P and some time T ∗ ∈ (−∞,∞].

For every t < T ∗, Mt is P with multiplicity 2 and, for every t > T ∗, Mt = 0.

Proof. Note that the hypotheses imply that

sptM′ = P × (−∞, T ∗]
for some T ≤ T ∗ ≤ ∞.

Let (Mi,Ki) be a blow-up sequence converging to (M′,K′). Then (by [W3,
§7.3])

lim sup
i

(sptMi) = P × (−∞, T ∗].

Since sptMi = ∂Ki by 5.3, this means that the limit K′ of the Ki must either be
(1′) H ×R for a halfspace H ⊂ Rn+1 bounded by P , or
(2′) a subset of P × (−∞, T ∗].
In case (1′), by the multiplicity bound theorem 3.9, the multiplicity is 1.
In case (2′), by the same theorem, the multiplicity is ≤ 2. If the multiplicity

were 1, then the convergence would be smooth (by the Brakke regularity theorem
[B, 6.10]) which would imply that K′ is a region bounded by P ×R, contradicting
(2′). Thus (in case (2′)) the multiplicity must be 2.

5.5. Theorem. Let (M,K) be a mean-convex flow, and let (Mi,Ki) be a blow-up
sequence converging to a limit flow (M′,K′). Then

(1) The support of M′ is equal to ∂K′.
(2) ∂Ki converge (as sets) to ∂K′.

Proof. Let X ∈ ∂K′. Then there are Xi ∈ ∂Ki such that

Xi → X.

(This is just by the definition of convergence of closed sets.) But sptMi = ∂Ki, so
Xi is in the support of Mi. It follows (see [W3, §7.3]) that X is in the support of
M′.

Thus we have proved that

∂K′ ⊂ lim ∂Ki = sptM′.(∗)
Now trivially

sptM′ ⊂ K′.
For almost every X ∈ sptM′, one of the tangent flows at X will be a static or

quasistatic plane [W3, §9]. By Theorem 5.4, there will be points in the complement
of K′ that are arbitrarily close to X . Hence every such X will be in ∂K′.

We have shown that a dense subset of sptM′ is contained in ∂K′. It follows that
all of sptM′ is contained in ∂K′. Combining this with (∗) gives the result.

Remark. It follows from 5.4 and 5.5 that a limit flow (M′,K′) to a mean-convex
flow is essentially determined by the set K′. For at almost every point X of M′,
there is a unique plane P such that if (M′′,K′′) is a tangent flow to (M′,K′) at
X , then M′′ is supported in P ×R. But then according to Theorem 5.4, both the
plane and its multiplicity are determined by K′′.
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6. One-sided minimizing property for limit flows

IfM is any brakke flow (defined for t ≥ some initial time t0), let reg(M) denote
the set of points X at which at least one tangent flow to M is a static multiplicity
1 plane. By the Brakke regularity theorem [B, 6.10], every X ∈ reg(M) has a
neighborhood U such that

sptM∩ U

is a smooth hypersurface in spacetime. Note (for the moment) we do not regard a
point X of multiplicity > 1 as a regular point, even if sptM is a smooth manifold
near X .

We also let

singM = {X = (x, t) ∈ sptM : X /∈ regM, t > t0},
(regM)t = {x ∈ Rn+1 : (x, t) ∈ regM},

(singM)t = {x ∈ Rn+1 : (x, t) ∈ singM}.

Suppose U is a bounded open subset of spacetime and that

sptM∩ Ū ⊂ reg(M).

If Mi are brakke flows that converge to M, then for sufficiently large i,

sptMi ∩ Ū ⊂ reg(Mi)

and (sptMi) ∩U converges smoothly to (sptM)∩ U on compact subsets of U (by
Brakke’s regularity theorem [B, 6.10]).

6.1. Theorem. Let (M′,K′) be a limit flow to a mean-convex flow (M,K). Sup-
pose S is a compactly supported (n − 1)-cycle such that one of the following holds
at some time t:

(1) S is supported in (regM′)t, or
(2) S bounds a compactly supported rectifiable n-chain Q in the support of M ′t

and (singM′)t has Hn measure 0.
Then there is a compactly supported rectifiable n-chain V such that

(3) ∂V = S.
(4) No other surface bounded by S has less mass than V does.
(5) V is supported in K ′t.

Of course S may bound more than one area-minimizing surface. The theorem
asserts (under hypothesis (1) or (2)) that at least one of the area minimizing surfaces
is supported in K ′t. (Presumably they all are supported in K ′t, but that assertion
is not needed here.)

Proof. Let us first assume hypothesis (1). Let (Mi,Ki) be a blow-up sequence
converging to (M′,K′). Then by the Brakke regularity theorem [B, 6.10], (Mi)t
converges smoothly to M ′t in a neighborhood of sptS. Thus we can find cycles Si
supported in sptMi = ∂Ki such that the Si are converging (say in the flat norm)
to S. Let Vi be a mass minimizing n-chain bounded by Si. By 3.7, Vi is supported
in (Ki)t. By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that the Vi converge to a
limit V . Then V is mass minimizing and V is supported in K ′t. This proves the
theorem under hypothesis (1).
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Now suppose hypothesis (2) holds. Let

Uε = {x ∈ sptM ′ : dist(x, (singM′)t) < ε}.
Now

Mass(Qx · )
is a finite Borel measure on sptM ′t. Thus

Mass(Qx(singM′)t) = lim
ε→0

Mass(QxUε).(∗)

But since (singM′)t has Hn measure 0, it cannot support a non-zero flat n-chain.
Thus (∗) vanishes, so Qε := Q−QxUε → Q (in the mass topology).

Consequently if we let Sε = ∂Qε, then Sε converges in flat norm to S. Now
Sε satisfies hypothesis (1), so it bounds a minimizing surface Vε supported in K ′t.
Then a subsequence of the Vε will converge to a limit V . Note that the limit must
be area minimizing and must be supported in K ′t.

6.2. Corollary. Suppose (for a particular t) that (regM′)t is Hn-almost all of
sptM ′t. Then K ′t has no “holes”; that is, the complement of K ′t has no bounded
connected components.

Proof. Suppose the complement of K ′t had a bounded connected component U .
Let P be a hyperplane containing some points of U . Let Q be the portion of
∂U on one side of P . Then P ∩ U is the unique area minimizing surface having
the same boundary as Q. Hence by Theorem 6.1, P ∩ Ū is contained in K ′t, a
contradiction.

7. Limit flows with density ≤ 2 at infinity

Let

M′ : t 7→M ′t (t ≥ T0)

be a brakke flow of rectifiable n-varifolds in euclidean space. (Here we are following
the terminology of [I1]. In particular, M ′t denotes the radon measure in Rn+1

associated to an n-dimensional varifold.) For spacetime points X = (x, t) and
“radii” r ∈ (0,

√
t− T0], we define the gaussian density ratio:

Θ(M′, X, r) =
1

(4π)n/2rn

∫
y∈Rn+1

e−|y−x|
2/4r2

dM ′t−r2y.

This quantity, introduced by Huisken [H2] (see also [St]) for classical surfaces and
then used by Ilmanen [I4] for brakke flows, plays the same role in mean curvature
flow that the ordinary density ratio plays in minimal surface theory; see [W3]. (The
notation here differs slightly from that in [W3]; what is denoted here by Θ(M, X, r)
is written there as Θ(M, X, τ) where τ = r2. The notation here makes the analogy
with minimal surfaces more apparent.)

In particular, for each X , Θ(M′, X, r) is monotonically increasing in r. This
implies existence of the following limit, called the (gaussian) density of M′ at X :

Θ(M′, X) = lim
r→0

Θ(M′, X, r).

At regular points X of M′, the gaussian density is 1. If T0 = −∞, then the
following limit also exists:

lim
r→∞

Θ(M′, X, r).
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This limit is independent of X . We call it the gaussian density at ∞ of M′ or
simply the Density of M′, and denote it by Θ(M′,∞).

If (M′,K′) is a limit flow to (M,K) at X , then the Density of M′ is ≤ the
gaussian density of M at X :

Θ(M′,∞) ≤ Θ(M, X).(∗)
If (M′,K′) is actually a tangent flow to (M,K) at X , then

Θ(M, X) = Θ(M′,∞) = Θ(M′, 0, r)
for all r > 0.

Note that Θ(M′, X, r) need not be strictly increasing in r. Indeed, Θ(M′, X, r)
is independent of r if and only if M′ is backward self-similar about X .

(These facts about gaussian density ratios are proved in [I4]; see also [W3].)
Let C be the class of limit flows (M′,K′) such that
(1) The gaussian density at ∞ is ≤ 2,
(2) (M′,K′) is not a static or quasistatic multiplicity 2 plane.
Our goal in this section is to show that rather weak hypotheses on (M′,K′) ∈ C

imply that M′ is a pair of parallel static multiplicity 1 planes and that K′ is the
region between them.

7.1. Theorem. Let (M′,K′) be a flow in C. Then
(1) Every tangent flow to (M′,K′) is also in C.
(2) (M′,K′) is regular almost everywhere. Indeed, for every t, the singular set

(singM′)t has hausdorff dimension ≤ n− 1.

Proof. Let (M′′,K′′) be a tangent flow to (M′,K′) atX . By monotonicity, (M′′,K′′)
has Density ≤ 2. If the Density is < 2, then of course it is not a static or quasistatic
multiplicity 2 plane. Thus suppose (M′′,K′′) has Density = 2. Then by (∗) (applied
to M′′ and M′ instead in place of M′ and M),

Θ(M′, X) ≥ 2.

Since Θ(M′,∞) ≤ 2, monotonicity then implies that Θ(M′, X, r) ≡ 2 for all r,
which implies that M′ is backward self-similar about X . For notational conve-
nience, let us assume that X is the origin in spacetime. Then

M ′′t = M ′t

for all t ≤ 0. Since (M′,K′) is not a static or quasistatic multiplicity 2 plane,
neither is (M′′,K′′). This completes the proof of (1).

It follows from (1) (and the definition of C) that no static or quasistatic planes
of multiplicity > 1 occur as tangent flows to (M′,K′). Conclusion (2) now follows
from the general stratification theorem 1.3 (see also [W3, §9]).

Remark. This theorem does not depend on mean-convexity.

If (M′,K′) is static or quasistatic, then M ′t and K ′t are independent of t for all
sufficiently small t. That is, there is a stationary varifold M ′, a closed set K ′, and
a time T such that M ′t ≡M ′ and K ′t ≡ K ′ for t ≤ T . Furthermore, the support of
M ′ is equal to the boundary of K ′ (by Theorem 5.5).

7.2. Theorem. If (M′,K′) is a static or quasistatic limit flow in the class C, then
M ′ is a stable minimal hypersurface whose singular set has hausdorff dimension
≤ n− 7. In particular, M ′ cannot be a singular polyhedral surface.
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Proof. Let Cstat be the set of (M ′,K ′) corresponding to a static or quasistatic flow
(M′,K′) in the class C, and let s be the supremum (over all (M ′,K ′) ∈ Cstat) of
the dimension of the singular set of M ′. Now Cstat is closed under translations,
dilations, and taking tangent cones.

Claim. If (M ′i ,K
′
i) ∈ Cstat converges to (M ′,K ′) ∈ Cstat, and if x is a regular

point of (M ′,K ′), then for some r > 0 and for all sufficiently large i, B(x, r)
contains no singular points of (M ′i ,K

′
i).

Proof of claim. Recall that for us (until the end of §8), “regular point” means
“multiplicity 1 regular point”. The claim then follows immediately from Allard’s
regularity theorem.

Hence standard dimension reducing implies that there is a cone (M ′,K ′) in Cstat

such that

(1) The singular set of M ′ is an s-dimensional linear subspace V , and
(2) (M ′,K ′) is invariant under translations by vectors parallel to V .

(The dimension reducing argument is presented nicely in appendix A of [SL]. The
functions there are the density functions of the varifolds M ′.)

In particular, after a rotation K ′ is of the form K∗ ×Rs where K∗ is a closed
region in Rn+1−s.

Note by Theorem 7.1(2) that K ′t has the one-sided minimizing property of The-
orem 6.1.

Now s cannot be n, because M ′ would then be a plane, and none of the points
would be singular.

Also, s cannot be n − 1, because then M ′ would be a union of ≥ 3 halfplanes
meeting along V . Note each halfplane has multiplicity 1, and thus it separates a
portion of Kt from the complement. Thus there would be a pair H1, H2 of the
halfplanes such that the region between them is contained in the complement of
K ′. Let Q = Bn+1 ∩ (H1 ∪H2). Then (by Theorem 6.1) there is an area minizing
surface bounded by ∂Q (that is, by (∂Bn+1) ∩ (H1 ∪H2)) lying in K ′t. But there
is no such surface, so s < n− 1.

Notice the 1-sided minimizing theorem 6.1 implies that the set of regular points
of M ′ (or equivalently of ∂K∗) constitutes a stable minimal surface. That is, ∂K∗

is a stable minimal hypercone in Rn+1−s that is regular away from the origin (but
singular at the origin). Since we have shown s < n − 1, it follows from Simons’
theorem ([SJ] or [SL, §B.2]) that s ≤ n− 7.

7.3. Corollary. Let (M′,K′) be a static flow in the class C. There is an η > 0
such that if

lim inf
r→∞

Th(K ′, 0, r) < η,

then M ′ is a pair of parallel planes and K ′ is the region between them.

Proof. Since M ′ is stable and has a small singular set, and since M ′ is relatively
flat at infinity, M ′ must be a union of planes [SS]. The assertion then follows from
the multiplicity bound theorem 3.9.
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7.4. Separation Theorem. Let (M′,K′) be a limit flow in the class C and sup-
pose

P ⊂
⋂
t

K ′t(∗)

for some hyperplane P . Suppose also that the complement of
⋂
tK
′
t contains points

on each side of P . Then (M′,K′) is static, and K ′ is the region between two parallel
planes.

Proof. Fix a time T . Since (singM′)T has Hn measure 0 (by Theorem 7.1(2)),
almost every point in P is either in (regM′)T or in the interior of K ′T . Fix such a
point x ∈ P . In either case (regular point or interior point), there will be a small
ball B(x, r) such that at least one of the halves of B(x, r) \ P will be contained in
K ′T . Choose one such half, and let H be the set of all points of Rn+1 on the other
side of P .

We will establish that ∂(K ′T ∪ H) does not touch P . We already know that it
does not touch P at x. Let y be any other point of P . Let R = |x− y|, and let

Q = (∂(K ′T ∪H)) ∩B(y,R).

Now by the one-sided minimization theorem 6.1, there is an area minimizing surface
V with ∂V = ∂Q such that V lies in K ′T . By the maximum principle for minimal
surfaces, V does not touch P (except possibly at points of ∂V ). In particular,
y /∈ V . Now V , B(y,R) ∩ P , and

(∂B(y,R)) ∩K ′T \H
all lie in K ′T . Thus the region between them lies in K ′T (by 6.2). This proves that
K ′T ∪H contains y in its interior.

Since y was arbitrary, it follows that K ′T ∪ H contains all of P in its interior.
Thus P is contained in the interior of K ′t ∪H for all t < T as well. Since T was
arbitrary, it follows that this is true for all t.

Consequently, the brakke flow M splits into two connected components: one
component lying in H and the other in Hc. Each flow has Density ≥ 1 (by mono-
tonicity), and the sum of the Densities is ≤ 2. Thus each Density is equal to 1,
which implies that each component is a static or quasistatic plane. By 5.4(1), each
component is a static plane.

7.5. Bernstein-Type Theorem. There is an ε > 0 with the following property.
If (M′,K′) is a limit flow in the class C such that

lim inf
r→∞

dist(K ′r2 , 0)
r

≤ 1(1)

and

lim sup
r→∞

Th(K ′−r2 , 0, r) < ε,(2)

then M′ is a pair of static, parallel, multiplicity 1 planes and K′ is the region
between them.

Proof. We let ε be any positive number less than the η of Corollary 7.3 and the δ2
of Corollary 4.3.

By (2),

Th(K ′0, 0, r) < ε < δ2
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for all r greater than some R <∞. Hence by Corollary 4.3 and (1),⋂
t

K ′t = S 6= ∅.

Let (M′′,K′′) be a subsequential limit (as T →∞) of the flows obtained by trans-
lating (M′,K′) by (0,−T ). Note that (M′′,K′′) is static and that

K ′′t = S (∀t).

Since K ′′t does not depend on t, we drop the subscript. By (2),

lim sup
r→∞

Th(K ′′, 0, r) ≤ ε < η.

Now clearlyM′′ has Density ≤ 2. Thus eitherM′′ is a static multiplicity 2 plane
or (by Corollary 7.3) K ′′ = S is the region between two parallel planes. Either way,⋂
tK
′
t contains a plane P . Thus the result follows from the separation theorem

7.4.

8. The sheeting theorem

In this section and the next, we use the following conventions. If X = (x, t)
and X ′ = (x′, t′) are points in spacetime, we let dist(X,X ′) denote the parabolic
distance:

dist((x, t), (x′, t′)) = max{|x− x′|, |t− t′|1/2}.

(If x and y are points in space, dist(x, y) = |x − y| denotes the usual euclidean
distance.) We also let

Rn,1 = Rn ×R

denote spacetime and

Bn,1(X, r) = {Y ∈ Rn,1 : dist(Y,X) < r}

denote the spacetime ball of radius r about X .
To avoid clutter, we will omit the superscripts when there is no ambiguity. The

capital letters X,Y, . . . denote points in spacetime, so that (for example) B(X, r)
denotes the spacetime ball of radius r about X . Lower case letters x, y, . . . denote
points in space, so that B(x, r) denotes the euclidean ball of radius r about x.

If S and S ′ are subsets of spacetime, then HausDist(S,S′) denotes the hausdorff
distance between S and S′. That is, HausDist(S,S′) denotes the larger of the two
numbers:

sup
X∈S

inf
Y ∈S′

‖X − Y ‖

and

sup
X∈S′

inf
Y ∈S
‖X − Y ‖.

In the following theorem, we say that (M′,K′) is a homothetic image of (M,K)
provided it is obtained from (M,K) by translating (in spacetime) and then parabol-
ically dilating.
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8.1. Theorem. Let H = {(x, t) ∈ Rn+1,1 : xn+1 = 0}. There is an ε > 0 with
the following property. Suppose (M′,K′) is either a homothetic image of the mean-
convex flow (M,K) or a limit of such homothetic images (i.e., a limit flow), and
supppose that

HausDist(K′ ∩Bn+1,1(0, 4), H ∩Bn+1,1(0, 4)) < ε.(∗)
Then there exist f, g : Bn,1(0, 1)→ R such that:

(1) f ≤ g.
(2) f and g have C2,1 norms ≤ 1

100 .
(3) For (x, t) ∈ Bn+1,1(0, 2) with (x1, . . . , xn, 0, t) ∈ Bn+1,1(0, 1),

(x, t) ∈ K′ ⇐⇒ f(x1, . . . , xn, t) ≤ xn+1 ≤ g(x1, . . . , xn, t).

(4) For each x, f(x, t) and g(x, t) are increasing and decreasing, respectively, as
functions of t.

Remarks. (1) Since K′ is a nested flow (Theorem 5.2), the last conclusion (4) follows
immediately from conclusions (1) and (3).

(2) Suppose (M′,K′) is a homothetic image of the mean-convex flow (M,K),
and let λ be the dilation factor. Note that if the hypothesis (∗) holds for a small
ε, then λ must be correspondingly large. That is, if (Mi,Ki) is a sequence of
homothetic images of (M,K) with dilation factors λi, and if

HausDist(Ki ∩Bn+1,1(0, 4), H ∩Bn+1,1(0, 4))→ 0,

then λi → ∞. For otherwise, a subsequence of the (Mi,Ki) would converge to a
homothetic image (M′,K′) for which

K′ ∩Bn+1,1(0, 4) = H ∩Bn+1,1(0, 4).

But this contradicts the mean-convexity of K′.
(3) Of course the f and g of Theorem 8.1 must satisfy the non-parametric mean

curvature flow equation:

∂u

∂t
=
√

1 + |Du|2 Di

(
Diu√

1 + |Du|2

)
.

Thus if f and g are equal at a point, by the maximum principle they must be
identically equal. This can happen only if (M′,K′) is a limit flow.

It is convenient to prove the following theorem, which immediately implies 8.1:

8.2. Theorem. Suppose (Mi,Ki) is blow-up sequence such that

HausDist(Ki ∩B(0, 4), H ∩B(0, 4))→ 0.

Then for sufficiently large i, (Mi,Ki) satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 8.1. In-
deed, the corresponding functions fi and gi and all of their derivatives converge
uniformly to 0 on Bn,1(0, 1).

The key is to show that Mi ∩ B(0, 3) separates into two components. We do
this by defining a set Si, which we prove to be a separating hypersurface.

8.3. Lemma. Let Si be the set of points (x, t) such that x is the center of a closed
ball in (Ki)t that contains two or more points of ∂(Ki)t. For X ∈ Ki, let

Ri(X)
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be the infimum of numbers R > 0 such that

B(X,R) ∩ Si
is a smooth properly embedded hypersurface of B(X,R) and

B(X,R) ∩ ∂Ki
has exactly two components, one on either side of B ∩ Si. (If there are no such
R > 0, we let Ri(X) =∞.)

Then Ri(X) tends to 0 uniformly on Bn+1,1(0, 3).

Proof of Lemma 8.3. Let

L = lim sup
i

(
sup{Ri(X) : X ∈ Ki ∩Bn+1,1(0, 3)}

)
.

Of course we want to show that L = 0. By passing to a subsequence, we can
assume the limsup is actually a limit. It then follows that there is a sequence of
points Xi ∈ Ki ∩Bn+1,1(0, 3) with

Ri(Xi)→ L > 0.(1)

We wish to dilate Mi about Xi just enough that it is appreciably different (in
a suitable sense) from a static multiplicity 2 plane. We do this as follows. Fix a
small ε > 0. (Any ε smaller than 1, smaller than the δ = δ2 of 4.1, and smaller
than the ε of 7.5 will do.) Let ρi be the smallest number ≥ 0 such that for all r
with ρi ≤ r ≤ 1, we have

Th(Kti−r2 , xi, r) < ε and dist(Kti+r2 , xi) < r(2)

where (xi, ti) = Xi. Equivalently, ρi is the supremum of numbers r ≤ 1 for which
one of these two conditions (2) fails.

Now by 4.2, ρi > 0 for each i. Also, by the hypothesis of 8.2,

ρi → 0.(3)

Now translate (Mi,Ki) and Si in spacetime by −Xi and dilate by

(x, t) 7→ (x/ρi, t/ρ2
i )

to get a new flow (M∗i ,K∗i ) and a new set S∗i . Of courseRi(Xi) scales toR∗i = Ri/ρi.
By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that the (M∗i ,K∗i ) and the S∗i converge
to a limit flow (M∗,K∗) and a limit set S∗.

By (2), (3), and the definition of ρi, we have

Th(K∗−r2 , 0, r) ≤ ε for r ≥ 1(4)

and

dist(K∗r2 , 0) ≤ r for r ≥ 1.(5)

However, at least one of these inequalities is not strict when r = 1. Thus K∗ is not
a static plane.

By Theorem 7.5,M∗ consists of two parallel multiplicity 1 planes and K∗ is the
slab between them.

In particular, M∗ is completely regular. Thus (by Brakke’s regularity theorem
[B, 6.10]), the M∗i converge smoothly to M∗, which implies that the S∗i converges
smoothly on compact subsets of spacetime to the hyperplane in the middle of the
slab K∗.
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By (4) (with r = 1), the two planes are within distance ε (which was chosen < 1)
of the origin. By the smooth convergence, for sufficiently large i,

S∗i ∩Bn+1,1(0, 1)

is a smooth surface and

Bn+1,1(0, 1) ∩ ∂K∗i
has exactly two components, one on either side of S∗i . Thus (for such i)

R∗i ≤ 1

which means that Ri(Xi) ≤ ρi. Since ρi → 0, this means Ri(Xi) → 0, which
completes the proof of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 8.2. Let

R̃i = sup{Ri(X) : X ∈ Ki ∩Bn+1,1(0, 3)}

where Ri(X) is as in the lemma. Then by the lemma, R̃i → 0. Now when R̃i <∞,
Si∩Bn+1,1(0, 3) is a smooth properly embedded submanifold of Bn+1,1(0, 3). Thus
Si divides Bn+1,1(0, 3) into two disjoint open subsets (not necessarily connected),
each of which is bounded by Si.

(This last assertion is standard, elementary topology. The division is accom-
plished as follows. Any two points in Bn+1,1(0, 3) \ Si can be joined by a path
in Bn+1,1(0, 3) that crosses Si transversely. Call the two points equivalent if the
path crosses Si an even number of times. This does indeed define an equivalence
relation, and obviously there are exactly two equivalence classes, namely the two
desired disjoint open sets.)

LetM′i be the portion ofMi in one of the open sets, and letM′′i be the portion
of Mi in the other. Each of these is a brakke flow (in Bn+1,1(0, 3)) so, by passing
to a subsequence, we may assume that they converge to brakke flows M′ and M′′
in Bn+1,1(0, 3). Now

sptM′i ∪ sptM′′i → H ∩Bn+1,1(0, 3)

and

HausDist(sptM′i, sptM′′i ) ≤ 2R̃i → 0,

so

sptM′ = sptM′′ = H ∩Bn+1,1(0, 3).(6)

Thus M′ and M′′ are (in Bn+1,1(0, 3)) a static plane with some multiplicities m′

and m′′. These multiplicities are integers, they are positive (by (6)), and they add
up to 2. Thus the multiplicities are each 1. But now the brakke regularity theorem
[B, 6.10] implies that the convergence of M′i and of M′′i is smooth on compact
subsets of Bn+1,1(0, 3).

8.4. Corollary. Suppose (Mi,Ki) is a blow-up sequence converging to a limit flow
(M′,K′). Suppose one of the tangent flows to (M′,K′) at a point X is a static
multiplicity 2 plane. Then there is a spacetime neighborhood U of X such that
K′ ∩ U is a smooth timelike hypersurface and such that (for large i), (∂Ki) ∩ U
consists of two components, each of which converges smoothly to K′ ∩ U .

Proof. By a suitable translation and dilation, we can assume that X = 0 and that
K′ satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 8.1. The result follows immediately.
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The next corollary implies that no static multiplicity 2 planes occur as tangent
flows to a mean-convex flow.

8.5. Corollary. Let (M′,K′) be a tangent flow at a singular point X of the original
mean-convex flow (M,K), and suppose that there is a hyperplane H and a T ∈
[0,∞) such that K ′t = H for −∞ < t ≤ T . Then T = 0 and K ′t = ∅ for t > 0.

Proof. Suppose T > 0. We can assume X = 0 (otherwise translate by −X). We
can also, by doing a suitable parabolic dilation, assume that (M,K) satisfies the
hypothesis of Theorem 8.1. But then by 8.1, all the points in Bn+1,1(0, 2) (including
X) are regular multiplicity 1 points, a contradiction.

8.6. Corollary. Let (M′,K′) be a static or quasistatic limit flow to a mean-convex
flow. Suppose S is an (n − 1) cycle that bounds a rectifiable n-chain Q in ∂K ′−1.
Then there is an n-dimensional rectifiable surface V such that

(1) ∂V = S.
(2) No other surface bounded by S has less area than V does.
(3) V is supported in K ′−1.

Proof. Note that M ′−1 is smooth at every point with a multiplicity 1 tangent plane
(by Allard’s regularity theorem applied to M ′−t or by Brakke’s regularity theorem
applied to the flow), and at every point with a multiplicity 2 tangent plane by
Corollary 8.4. By Theorem 3.9, there are no tangent planes of higher multiplicity.
Thus M ′−1 is smooth almost everywhere. Now the proof of 8.6 is just like the proof
of 6.1, except that near points of multiplicity 2 we use 8.4 (instead of Brakke’s
regularity theorem) to get nice convergence.

8.7. Corollary. If (M′,K′) is a static or quasistatic limit flow, then for t < 0,
M ′t is smooth except for a set of dimension ≤ n− 7.

Proof. The proof is just like the proof of 7.2, except that one uses Corollary 8.6
instead of Theorem 6.1, and one uses Corollary 8.4 in addition to the Brakke reg-
ularity theorem. (For the purposes of the proof, any points X of M′ with a static
multiplicity 2 tangent plane should also be regarded as regular points, which is
reasonable in light of Corollary 8.4.)

9. Quasistatic multiplicity two tangent flows

We have already shown that static multiplicity 2 planes do not occur as tangent
flows for mean-convex surfaces. In this section, we rule out quasistatic tangent
flows as well.

The following provides a convenient measure of how close a flow is to a quasistatic
multiplicity 2 plane.

Definition. For r > 0, let

Q(r) = Bn+1(0, r)× (−r2, 0) = Bn+1,1(0, r) ∩ {(x, t) : t < 0}.

If K′ is a closed subset of spacetime, let φ(K′) be the infimum of s > 0 such that

HausDist(K′ ∩Q(1/s), H ∩Q(1/s)) < s

for some static plane H through the origin.
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Here HausDist(A,B) is the Hausdorff distance between sets A and B: it is the
infimum of ε > 0 such that every point in A is within ε of some point of B and such
that every point in B is within ε of some point of A.

9.1. Theorem. Let (M,K) be a mean-convex flow. There is an η > 0 such that
if (M′,K′) is a tangent flow with φ(K′) < η, then φ(K′) = 0.

Proof. Let (Mi,Ki) be a sequence of tangent flows with

φ(Ki)→ 0.

We must show that φ(Ki) = 0 for all sufficiently large i.
By Theorem 8.2, associated with the Ki are functions fi and gi (defined on

increasingly large subsets of Rn × (−∞, 0)) such that:

(1) Either fi < gi everywhere, or fi ≡ gi.
(2) The fi and gi converge uniformly and smoothly on compact subsets of Rn×

(−∞, 0) to 0.
(3) The fi and gi are solutions of the non-parametric mean curvature flow equa-

tion.
(4) Given any U ⊂⊂ Rn+1 × (−∞, 0), for sufficiently large i, Ki coincides in U

(after a rotation) with the region between the graphs of fi and gi.
(5) fi(x, t) and gi(x, t) are increasing and decreasing, respectively, as functions

of t.

Case 1: fi < gi for infinitely many i.
By (3), the difference ui = gi − fi satisfies a linear parabolic equation. (See for

example the proof of [GT, 17.1] for the corresponding fact about elliptic equations.)
The coefficients of the equation depend on fi and gi, but tend smoothly to the
coefficients of the ordinary heat equation as i→∞.

Thus for any x ∈ Rn, a < 0 and r > 0, the Harnack inequality [L, VI.6.27] for
parabolic equations implies that

ui(y, t) ≤ Cui(z, a)(6)

provided

y, z ∈ Bn(x, r),

t ∈ [a− r2, a)
(7)

and provided i is sufficiently large: i ≥ i(x, a, r).
Normally the parabolic Harnack inequality does not provide an upper bound

for ui at one spacetime point in terms of ui at an earlier point. However, by (5),
ui(x, t) is a decreasing function of t. Consequently, (6) implies that

ui(y, t) ≤ Cui(z, a) ≤ Cui(z, s)(8)

for any s ∈ [a− r2, a].
Now any compact subset V of Rn× (−∞, 0) is contained in a subset of the form

Bn(x, r) × [a− r2, a].
Thus (8) implies that

lim sup
i→∞

sup
Y,Z⊂V

ui(Y )
ui(Z)

≤ C.
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Consequently the functions

ũi :=
ui

ui(0,−1)

are uniformly bounded on compact subsets of Rn × (−∞, 0) as i → ∞. The
Schauder estimates [L, IV] then imply that the various derivatives are also uniformly
bounded on compact sets as i → ∞. Thus a subsequence of the ũi converges
smoothly on compact sets to a function

u : Rn × (−∞, 0)→ R

such that

u(0,−1) = 1.

Note that u is a positive solution of the standard heat equation, and that u(z, t) is
a decreasing function of t for every z.

Let w = u − inf u. Then w is also a positive solution of the heat equation on
Rn × (−∞, 0), and w(z, t) is a decreasing function of t for every z. By applying
the Harnack inequality exactly as above, we see that

supw ≤ C inf w.

Since inf w = 0, this means w ≡ 0, and thus that u ≡ 1.
However, since (Mi,Ki) is a tangent flow, it is self-similar for t < 0, which means

fi(rx, r2t) ≡ rfi(x, t),
gi(rx, r2t) ≡ rgi(x, t)

(∗)

for t < 0. This in turn implies that

u(rx, r2t) ≡ ru(x, t) (t < 0)

which is a contradiction, since u ≡ 1. This proves that Case 1 does not occur.
Case 2: fi ≡ gi for all sufficiently large i.

By (5), fi = gi is both increasing and decreasing in t, and therefore must be
independent of t:

fi(x, t) = gi(x, t) = hi(x).

Combining this with (∗) gives

hi(rx) ≡ rhi(x)

for r > 0. Since hi is smooth and homogeneous of degree 1, it must in fact be linear.
But this implies that (Mi,Ki) is a multiplicity 2 plane, i.e., that φ(Ki) = 0.

9.2. Theorem. A quasistatic multiplicity 2 plane cannot occur as a tangent flow
to a mean-convex flow (M,K).

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that one of the tangent flows at a point X is a
quasistatic multiplicity 2 plane. By translating in spacetime, we may assume that
X = 0 (so the flow starts at some initial time t0 < 0).

Let DλK denote the result of parabolically dilating K by λ (so that (x, t) 7→
(λx, λ2t)).

Note that the set of subsequential limits (as λ→∞) of

φ(DλK)
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is connected. (This is simply because λ 7→ φ(DλK) is continuous.) Now by hypoth-
esis, 0 is one subsequential limit. By Theorem 9.1, no subsequential limits lie in
the interval (0, η). Thus 0 is the only subsequential limit:

lim
λ→∞

φ(DλK) = 0.(1)

That is, all the tangent flows at 0 are quasistatic multiplicity 2 planes.
Now let

V (r) = sup{ρ : 0 ∈ Bn+1(z, ρ) ⊂ K−r2 for some z}.

(Intuitively, at time t = −r2, ∂Kt consists, near the origin, of two sheets: V (r)
measures how far apart the two sheets are at the origin.)

Then by (1)

lim
r→0

V (r)
r

= 0.(2)

Thus in particular there must be a sequence r(i)→ 0 such that

V (r(i))
r(i)

< 2
V (3r(i))

3r(i)
.(3)

Just as in the proof of Theorem 9.1, we apply Theorem 8.2 to D1/r(i)K to get
functions fi and gi such that

(1) Either fi < gi everywhere, or fi ≡ gi.
(2) The fi and gi converge uniformly and smoothly on compact subsets of Rn×

(−∞, 0) to 0.
(3) The fi and gi are solutions of the non-parametric mean curvature flow equa-

tion.
(4) Given any U ⊂⊂ Rn+1× (−∞, 0), for sufficiently large i, D1/r(i)K coincides

in U (after a rotation) with the region between the graphs of fi and gi.
As in the proof of the lemma, we can choose ci > 0 such that

ci(gi − fi)

subsequentially converges smoothly on compact sets to the constant function u(x, t)
≡ 1 on Rn × (−∞, 0).

Note that

V (λr(i)) ∼ gi(0,−λ2)− fi(0,−λ2),

so (3) implies that

u(0,−1)
1

≤ 2
u(0,−9)

3
.

But this contradicts the fact that u ≡ 1.

10. Proof of the main theorem

To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, note that Theorem 3.9 excludes static and
quasistatic planes of multiplicity > 2 as tangent flows. Corollary 8.5 and Theorem
9.2 exclude static and quasistatic planes, respectively, of multiplicity 2. Corollary
8.7 excludes all static or quasistatic polyhedral cones. Thus by the stratification
theorem 1.3, the singular set has parabolic dimension ≤ n− 1.
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11. Other ambient manifolds

The main theorem 1.1 remains true when Rn+1 is replaced by an arbitrary
smooth riemannian manifold. Only minor, straightforward modifications are needed
in the proofs. However, the long-term behavior can be different. In particular, any
compact set in euclidean space vanishes in a finite time under the level set flow,
but there are two other possibilities in other ambient manifolds.

Consider for example a smooth compact embedded strictly stable minimal hy-
persurface S in a riemannian manifold N . Suppose that S is the boundary of a
region W with W ∪ S compact. (For example, N could be a pair of two-spheres
joined by a thin tube, and S could be a closed geodesic going around the tube.)
The strict stability implies that there is a tubular neighborhood K of S such that
K is mean-convex. Then Ft(K) converges to S as t → ∞. Indeed, the boundary
of Ft(K) consists of two components, one on either side of S, and each component
converges smoothly to S as t→∞.

Now let K ′ = K ∪W . Then K ′ is also mean-convex. Now Ft(K ′) converges
to W ∪ S, and the boundary of Ft(K ′) has only one connected component, which
converges smoothly to S as t→∞.

These examples illustrate the following theorem:

11.1. Theorem. Let K be a compact, mean-convex subset of a smooth riemannian
(n + 1)-dimensional manifold N . Let Ft(K) be the result of flowing K for time t
by the level set flow. Let

K∞ =
⋂
t

Ft(K).

Then K∞ has finitely many connected components. The boundary of each com-
ponent C is a stable minimal variety whose singular set has hausdorff dimension
≤ n− 7.

The boundary of Ft(K) converges smoothly to ∂K∞ away from the singular set
of ∂K∞. (If a component C has interior points, then the convergence is locally
“one-sheeted”; if not, the convergence is locally two-sheeted.)

Proof. Let (M,K) be the original flow. Let

(MT ,KT )

be the result of translating (M,K) by (x, t) 7→ (x, t− T ). Then a subsequence will
converge to a limit (M′,K′). Note that

K′ = (
⋂
t

Kt)×R.(∗)

This is independent of the sequence of T ’s going to infinity. Also, as in the remark
at the end of §5, M′ is determined by K′. Thus

(MT ,KT )→ (M′,K′)
as T →∞. (In other words, it is not necessary to pass to a subsequence.)

Note by (∗) that the flow (M′,K′) is static:

M ′t = M ′,

K ′t = K ′(= K∞).

Thus by Corollary 8.7, ∂K∞ is a stable minimal hypersurface with singular set
of dimension ≤ n− 7.
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Finally, the smooth convergence follows from Brakke’s regularity theorem [B,
6.10] (at points of multiplicity 1 in M ′) and from the sheeting theorem 8.1 at
points of multiplicity 2 in M ′. (By the multiplicity bound theorem 3.9, no points
of M ′ have tangent planes with multiplicity > 2.)

12. Multiplicity 2 limit flows

We have shown that multiplicity 2 planes do not occur as tangent flows to mean-
convex flows. That leaves open the possibility that a multiplicity 2 plane might
occur as a limit flow to a mean-convex flow. Here we show that this possibility
does not occur in low dimensions. This fact will be used in [W5] to show that in
low dimensions the only tangent flows that occur are shrinking cylinders.

12.1. Theorem. Let (M′,K′) be a limit flow to a mean-convex flow. Suppose one
of the tangent flows to (M′,K′) at X = (x, t) is a static or quasistatic multiplicity
2 plane. Then there is a spatial neighborhood W of x, a minimal properly embedded
smooth minimal surface S in w, and an interval (a, b) (with a < t) such that

K ′τ ∩W = S ∀τ ∈ (a, b).(1)

If the tangent flow is static, we may take b > t.

Remark. One can actually show that there is a T ≥ t (possibly infinite) such that

K ′τ ∩W =

{
S if τ ≤ T ,
∅ if τ > T ,

but we do not need this fact.

Proof. The static case has already been proven (8.4).
Now in the quasistatic case, we proceed exactly as in the proof of 9.2. As in

that proof, we get a sequence of functions fi and gi. If fi < gi, then we get a
contradiction as in 9.2.

If this is not the case for some i, then fi ≡ gi. But that immediately gives (1)
(for some a and b with a < b < t).

12.2. Theorem. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 12.1,

Θ(M′, · ) ≥ 2

on all of S × (−∞, b].

Proof. Let Z be the set of points ofM′ at which none of the tangent flows is a static
or quasistatic plane. A tangent flow toM′ at any point of Z is also a limit flow to
M, and therefore cannot be a static or quasistatic polyhedral cone (by 8.7). The
stratification theory [W3] then implies that Z has parabolic hausdorff dimension
≤ n− 1.

Let π(Z) be the spatial projection of Z:

π(Z) =
⋃
τ

{y : (y, τ) ∈ Z}.

Then π(Z) has hausdorff dimension ≤ n−1, so almost every y ∈ S does not belong
to π(Z). Fix such a y.

We claim that Θ(M′, (y, τ)) = 2 for all τ < b. For if not, let

T ∗ = sup{τ < b : Θ(M′, (y, τ)) 6= 2}.
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Of course T ∗ ≤ a by 1. Let (M′′,K′′) be a tangent flow to (M′,K′) at (y, T ∗).
Note that (M′′,K′′) cannot be a quasistatic plane since Θ(M′, (y, τ)) = 2 for
T ∗ ≤ τ < b. For the same reason, (M′′,K′′) cannot be a static multiplicity 1
plane. It also cannot be a static multiplicity 2 plane, since Theorem 12.1 would
then force Θ(M′, ·) to be 2 on a spacetime neighborhood of (y, T ∗), contradicting
the definition of T ∗.

We have shown that (M′′,K′′) cannot be a static or quasistatic plane. Thus
(y, T ∗) ∈ Z. But this contradicts the choice of y, proving the claim.

So we have shown for almost every y ∈ S (namely for every y ∈ S \ π(Z)) that

Θ(M′, (y, τ)) = 2 for τ < b.

By upper semicontinuity of Θ, Θ(M′, ·) ≥ 2 on all of S × (−∞, b].

12.3. Theorem. Let (M,K) be a mean-convex flow. Suppose one of the limit
flows to (M,K) at X is a static or quasistatic multiplicity 2 plane. Then a static
non-planar minimal cone also occurs as a limit flow at X.

Proof. Let (Mi,Ki) be the blow up sequence converging to a static or quasistatic
multiplicity 2 plane. We may assume (by making slight translation, if necessary)
that the spacetime origin is in ∂Ki for every i.

Let Ri be the smallest R ≥ 1 for which

φ(K′i) ≥ η/2
where K′i is obtained by dilating Ki parabolically by 1/Ri. (Here φ and η are as
in Theorem 9.1.) Note that Ri → ∞ by hypothesis. Passing to a subsequence if
necessary, we may assume that the (M′i,K′i) converge to a limit (M′,K′).

Note that

φ(K′) ≥ η/2(1)

but

φ(DλK′) ≤ η/2 ∀λ > 1.(2)

By (2) and Theorem 9.1, every tangent flow to (M′,K′) at the origin (of space-
time) is a static or quasistatic multiplicity 2 plane.

(Note this means that (M′,K′) is not just a homothetic image of the original
flow (M,K), since the original flow has no multiplicity 2 static or quasistatic planes
as tangent flows (9.2, 8.5). Thus (M′,K′) must indeed be a limit flow of (M,K).)

By Theorem 12.2, there is a b ∈ R and a minimal hypersurface S containing the
origin such that

Θ(M′, ·) ≥ 2 on S × (−∞, b].(3)

Now translate (M′,K′) by (x, t) 7→ (x, t + j) and then let j tend to infinity to
get a static limit flow (M′′,K′′) with

K ′′ = K ′′t =
⋃
τ

K ′τ ∀t.

Now by (3),

Θ(M′′, ·) ≥ 2 on S ×R.(4)

By (1), K ′′ is not a plane, which (by monotonicity) means that the density at
infinity of M ′′ is > 2.
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Let (M∗,K∗) be a tangent flow at infinity to (M′′,K′′) (that is, a subsequential
limit as λ→ 0 of Dλ(M′′,K′′)). Then (M∗,K∗) is a static minimal cone of density
> 2. If the cone were a plane, then by 5.4 the multiplicity of the plane would be 1
or 2. Thus the cone M∗ is not planar.

12.4. Corollary. If n < 7, then no static or quasistatic multiplicity 2 plane oc-
curs as a limit flow to a mean-convex flow in Rn+1 (or in an (n+ 1)-dimensional
riemannian manifold).

Proof. By 8.7, no non-planar cones occur as limit flows for n < 7.

12.5. Corollary. If n < 7, then the “grim reaper flow”

K′ = {(x, t) : x2 ≥ t− ln cosx1, −π/2 < x1 < π/2}

does not occur as a limit flow to any mean-convex flow in Rn+1.

Proof. The tangent flow at infinity to the grim reaper flow is a quasistatic multi-
plicity 2 plane. Since the latter does not occur as a limit flow to a mean-convex
flow (by 12.4), neither can the former (by 5.2(1)).
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